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acknowledged by flume, that it was only in solitude and re

tirement that he could yield any assent to his own philosophy.
Nor was he always true to it even in solitude for in solitude

he wrote his admirable political essays, and his "History of

England." And the Scotch school is simply an appeal, on

philosophic grounds, from flume the metaphysical dreamer,

wrapped up in the moonshine of sceptical speculation, to flume

the practical politician and shrewd historian. And we know

no man better fitted to be an exponent of this true and solid

school, or whose mind partakes more of the character of that

of its founder Reid, than the gentleman on whom the choice

of the council has fallen. We trust he has a long career of

usefulness before him;. and have every reason to hope that

his expositions will be found not unworthy of the chair of

Hamilton, nor of a philosophy destined ultimately, we cannot

doubt, to give law in the regions of mental philosophy, at a

time when the ingenuities of its opponents shall have shared

the fate of the paradoxes of George Primrose.-July 19,

1856.
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IT has been well said of singing a song,-in reference, of

course, to the extreme commonness of musical accomplish
ment in a low degree, and its extreme rarity in a high one,

-that it is what every one can do, and not one in a thousand

can do well. A musical ear is, like seeing and hearing, one of

the ordinary gifts of nature, just because music was destined

to be one of the ordinary delights of the species; but while

the class capable of being delighted is a very large one, the

class capable of delighting is one of the smallest. A not
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